RE-POWER ANY RIG…

WITH A DIESEL
Banks Power’s 630T And 866T Crate Engines
BY ADAM BLATTENBERG
PHOTOS COURTESY OF BANKS POWER

Just a normal day at Banks Power. V-6
diesels in a row with a Twin-Turbo
930-hp T-Roadster and a 2,800-hp
Super-Turbo Detroit 60-powered
Freightliner in the background.

iesels are progressing more and
more into the mainstream, and
Banks Power is one of the companies leading the charge. In the past, if you
wanted to transplant a diesel engine into a
car, boat or off-road vehicle, you had to find
a donor vehicle, do miles of wiring, and
hopefully after all that work, it would run.
Not so with Banks, as the company is offering clean-burning 630T and 866T engines up
for transplant into virtually any platform,
complete with its AutoMind ECU, which is
a self-contained computer that eliminates the
need for painful wiring.

D

Banks 630T
The smaller of the two engines is the
Banks 630T, and it's named as such due to it
being a six-cylinder (“6”), has three liters in
displacement (“30”) and is turbocharged
(with a capital “T”). This engine starts on the
historic V.M. Motori assembly line in Italy
(famous for its Italian sports cars) and instead of being destined for a Jeep Cherokee
or Audi, it’s especially made for Banks. The
engine is then shipped over to the United
States, where Banks Power extensively modifies it. The engine, being a V-6 in arrangement, is just 23 ¾ inches wide with Banks'
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accessory drive system, and will fit where
many other engines won't. Its compact
arrangement makes it perfect for boats and
military vehicles, as well as cars and trucks.
It's also designed to run on low- or highgrade diesel, jet A, high- or low-sulfur diesel,
and much more, which is a bonus for out of
country transplants.
Just because it's a small engine doesn't
mean it's lacking in power, however. To illustrate how far technology has come in the
past decade, Banks installed one of its 630T
engines in a 2001 Chevy 3500 with a 6L90
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transmission, and it was able to either match
or improve upon the stock 2001 Chevy's performance when it was equipped with the
6.6L LB7 Duramax engine. In addition to
being a high-torque truck powerplant, the
630T can also rev-up to 4,500 or 5,000 rpm,
which makes it adaptable to most musclecars. In fact, in pre-smog models, we think
30 to 40 mpg is easily achievable, all the
while matching the horsepower and performance of most street rod engines. The 630T is
offered in either 250 or 300 horsepower
models, and comes virtually ready to run.
The Big Brother 866T
Stepping up from the 630T is the big
brother of the Banks family, the 866T.
Again, the designations are the same, with
the “8” signifying eight cylinders, the “66”
that the engine is 6.6L in displacement, and

the “T” again for turbocharged. While you
might think that the fact that the engine displaces 6.6L means it's a Duramax, Banks was
quick to point out that the engine is almost
entirely assembled with 100 percent new
parts by Banks, and again (just like the 630T)
comes off a different assembly line. The
larger displacement engine is also built to
handle more horsepower than the 630T; in
fact, it passed a Double NATO test of 80
percent load for 800 hours at its 400 horsepower rating. For those wanting a little more,
the engine is also available in a 500-hp rating
as well as 600 hp. Just like the 630T, the
866T is also compatible with just about any
oil-based fuel, and has its own standalone
AutoMind ECU that controls the parameters of the engine.
While having ready to run crate engines
is exciting enough, Banks also informed us

that they can custom build an engine to virtually any specification. They offer an 870T,
a 7.0L version of the 866T, which features an
incredibly strong stroker crank, and larger
rod journals for better reliability. The Banks
headers can also be flipped, for those wanting to run turbos out in front of the engine
(like sled pullers), and even supercharged applications are available. Best of all, Banks is
currently testing its engines through the California Air Resources Board (CARB), which
means soon they will be legal to swap into a
wide variety of emissions-tested vehicles.
Whether it's the 630T or the 866T that
fits the bill for your next car, truck or marine
project, Banks has both of these engines
ready to go. Just plug a diesel in where an
anemic gas engine used to be, and you'll be
on your way to better power as well as increased efficiency. UDBG

A Banks 630T 3.0L V-6 diesel with 6745E sixspeed transmission and Magna electronic transfer case.

The Banks 630T features a massive lower girdle/main bearing structure.

The six-speed Banks 6745E gearbox used with
630T or 866/870T engines. A 300mm twinclutch torque converter is used.

Backwards into the future! A Banks 3.0L 630T V-6 and 6745E six-speed transmission, making 300
hp and 502 lb.-ft., replaces the original 6.6L Duramax with 300 hp and 520 lb.-ft. Performance in
this 1-ton dually is identical.
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The Banks 630T 3.0L V-6 features an optional
cast aluminum high-performance intake manifold.
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“Banks is currently testing its engines through the
California Air Resources Board (CARB), which
means soon they will be legal to swap into a wide
variety of emissions-tested vehicles.”
q

Performance 866T long-blocks will support up
to 650 hp (shown with rear sump).

A Banks full-dress 866T and 6745E six-speed
transmission (shown with rear sump).

A Banks AutoMind electronic diesel engine
controller. Good to 7,800 rpm and operates
J1939 CAN-enabled custom gauges.

A variety of intake and intercooler layouts as
well as custom exhaust parts are available.

The Banks 866T produces 630 horsepower
and 1,050 lb.-ft. of torque. The long engine
features exhaust manifold, turbo upgrade,
Banks 660 injectors, and their viscous vibration damper (front sump shown).

Variable-geometry Banks/PowerMax turbos
are available in two sizes that support up to
630 hp.

G 630T Specifications:
V-6 3.0-liter displacement
Turbocharged
Horsepower: 250 hp or 300 hp
models available
Banks Big Hoss ram-tuned DMAX intake manifolds are for use with air-to-air intercoolers.
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Banks Big Hoss exhaust manifolds come with
parts and gaskets to fit all aftermarket heads.
Huge up-pipes and a turbine downpipe are included.
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BANKS POWER

Banks MLS Stainless exhaust gaskets (left,
stock gasket on right) fit stock as well as the
largest CNC-ported heads.

Banks offers new (not rebuilt) injectors at flow
rates supporting 400 to 1,800 hp.

Gale Banks integrated manifold and air-towater intercooler assembly for Duramax applications. The cut-away intercooler body shows
the exit face of the cupro-nickel core and ramtuned runner inlets.

“The 630T can also rev
up to 4,500 or 5,000
rpm, which makes it
adaptable to most
musclecars.”
Gale Banks integrated manifold and air-towater intercooler assembly for DMAX applications. Ram-tuned, tapered runners bolt to the
main intercooler body and are CNC portmatched for various Duramax cylinder heads.

Banks offers engines from 400 to 1,800 hp.

q

Banks ram-tuned intake manifold features an
internal air-to-water intercooler.

Banks offers swap
kits for Duramax
into 1987-1998
fourth-gen Chevy
and GMC pickups
and Suburbans
(GMT 400).
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The inlet port (at bottom) transitions airflow
from turbo(s) or supercharger smoothly up
through the cooler core. The marine version of
the water supply/return cap is also shown with
two 1.75-in. ports.

G 866T Specifications:
V-8 6.6-liter displacement
Turbocharged
Horsepower: 400 hp, 500 hp,
and 600 hp models available
(870T Stroker Engine also available)
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